
 

Initial approach

Stand out, drive engagement, create recognition

Brand blocking through unifying elements and

consistent label hierarchy allows packs to block well

together

Active Shopping

Convey point-of-difference quickly, differentiate

variants in your lineup

Focused claims and clear benefit communication

resonate and differentiate from competitive options  

Finalize Decision

Provide reassurance, close the sale

Intuitive pack hierarchy allows for clear

communication of benefits and reasons to believe 

 

At home

Icons and unique imagery, especially repetitive

imagery, create connections in the brain and drive

brand equity over time 
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Webinar Management by PAC Global
PAC Global is a safe place for packaging leaders to connect, collaborate,

innovate, educate, and celebrate since 1950. We are a not-for-profit

corporation offering members unparalleled value through a broad range of

industry initiatives, educational opportunities, packaging awards and

competitions, webinars, seminars, and events.

Join over 2,500 worldwide members and tap into our international online

audience, with 25,000+ LinkedIn executive followers, 6,800+ corporate

followers, and a growing database of over 7,000 industry contacts.

Launching in 2022, PAC Global members will benefit from our member-

exclusive portal, the only digital hub of its kind for the packaging industry.

The portal will include a curated marketplace for package brand design,

technical and sustainable innovations, and an opportunity to make quick

connections with industry leaders across the globe.

www.pac.global

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Instagram

 

PAC Global Webinar

Let your package do the heavy lifting
   

Guest presenters from NielsenIQ BASES presented the evolution of the role

of packaging in the marketing mix, and how it has radically changed in

response to the ever-evolving shopper behaviour.

Presented on March 23, 2022

View Webinar

   

Key Takeaways

The evolving path to purchase changes the way that shoppers learn about and

interact with consumer products – with 27% of global shoppers adding online

shopping to their shopping repertoire, pack designs need to be effective both in

store and online

Pack design has to support the overall proposition by catching attention,

communicating core benefits, setting product expectations, and being in the

right format for the store location and the usage occasion

Successful packaging meets its responsibilities across the shopper journey

   

If sustainability is part of your pack design brief, consider that simple, easy-to-

process callouts land best. If driving behaviour change (e.g., change to

recycling or refill behaviour) is part of the sustainability message, place the

message in a place that is noticeable and intuitive.

When designing sustainable packaging, do not compromise on the ability of the

package to protect the product or lead to quality concerns
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